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The Belwin Student Instrumental Course is a course for individual instruction and class
instruction of like instruments, at three levels, for all band instruments. Each book is complete in
itself, but all books are correlated with each other. Although each book can be used separately,
all supplementary books should be used as companion books with the method.

About the AuthorYolanda Mayhall (1926-2011) was born in New York City and went on to serve
as a cartographer during World War II. After the war, she spent years studying the Japanese
brush painting style known as “sumi-e” with renowned masters Takeuchi and Saito. She
participated in many art exhibits worldwide, including galleries in Washington, DC, and Florida.
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Pages 3 - 41 are not included in this
sample.
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Jose, “Great for teaching. I love these books! they're great for teaching and cover every part of
plating that you would find important for each level you are trying to cover. It did come and
looked a bit used but only because of some creases nothing too extreme but besides that no
other complains.”

music lady, “clarient student course. well once again i have everybook in this series and find
them so so helpful beautiful music for students to learn from and the book itself is laid out
well...not at all boring or a jumble of scales together but the student also learns all they need and
can advance with the series..”

Lois Ann McGruder-Jarman, “Five Stars. She did amazingly well with her Clarinet coursework.”

Tinae A. Goodell, “No complaints. I was impressed with this company. It looked brand new no
pencil nothing of old time, and it shipped faster than everything else I had bought. I would buy
from them again.”

Melissa Hagood, “Five Stars. Exactly what my daughter needed for private lessons”

Annabel Bliss, “What the professor wanted. This book is the one I had to buy for my clarinet
class.  I was cheaper on Amazon than buying local.”

Ginger, “Geared for clarinet students. Exactly what my daughter needed for her private lessons.
Her instructor said this course book is solely geared to clarinet players, which she finds more
beneficial in utilizing over the book used by the Band Director at my daughters school, since it is
for all instrument players.”

D. A. Nelson, “Clainet teacher's opinion. I love this series of books (except for the duet and solos
ones). They are well-paced, thorough, and tuneful. I use them instead of the more traditional
(and boring) Rubank books, and I have not noted any deficiencies in my students' technique.
Alternatively, they are also good for sight-reading, which is what I use the Tunes for Technique
volume for.  Highly recommend.”

The book by Yolanda Mayhall has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 72 people have provided feedback.
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